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Abstract
So as to test the Kappa development tools on more examples, we translated the models provided with the
BNGL distribution, into Kappa. In this talk, we report about our experience. The translation was quite
straight-forward except for few interesting issues that we detail here. Firstly the use of static analysis has
exposed some glitches in the modelling of some pathways in the models of the BNGL distribution. We
explain how static analysis has helped us to detect, locate, and correct these flaws. Secondly, expanding
BNGL rules using equivalent sites into rules with uniquely identified sites is not so easy when one wants to
preserve faithfully the kinetics of interactions. We recall the semantics of BNGL for equivalent sites, and
explain how to perform such translation.

Rule-based languages propose a formal setting to describe and assemble large
systems of mechanistic interactions between proteins. Site-graph rewriting languages, such as BNGL [1,10] and Kappa [8,9], focus on the bio-chemical structure
of protein compounds, described as graphs, where nodes may denote some proteins
and edges may denote some bindings between specific loci in their amino acid chains.
Interactions are induced by context-free rewriting rules that model transformations
in the biochemical structure of bio-molecular species. Rules offer a local perspective
on bio-chemical interactions. There is no need to specify the whole conformation
of bio-molecular species. Instead, rules focus only on the information that matters
for the interaction to happen (or to define its kinetics).
Although they look very similar, BNGL and Kappa have some differences. From
a language point of view, apart from the capability to attach global properties to
connected components, each BNGL feature may be encoded in Kappa and conversely. In particular, both Kappa and BNGL allow for giving different rate kinetics depending on whether a rule is applied in a unary or in a binary context (i.e. if
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several connected components in the left hand side of a rule embed into different regions of a same bio-molecular instance or into some regions of different bio-molecular
instances). BNGL also allows the end-user to specify equivalent interaction sites
within a given agent, which is not possible in Kappa, but can be replaced by the
enumeration of a class of rules equal up to permutation of equivalent sites.
We have translated each model from the BNGL distribution [2] into Kappa. We
have validated our translation thanks to the following two steps procedure. Firstly,
we have run Kappa static analyses [7,14,13] on the so-obtained Kappa models in
order to detect potential bugs. Then, we have translated the BNGL and the Kappa
models into reaction networks [1,6] and we have compared the underlying differential
trajectories. We have corrected the models until getting the same trajectories. For
the biggest models, we have not succeeded in integrating the underlying ODEs,
instead we have validated the models block-wise (by adjusting the initial state, so
as to make each rule applicable).
Static analysis tools infer automatically dead rules [7,14] and separating transitions [13]. A dead rule, is a rule that will be triggered in no trace starting from the
initial state. This is usually due to an encoding error: either a misspelling in the
name of a protein or of a site, or a site that is used instead of another one in a rule.
A separating transition makes a bio-molecular species go from one configuration to
another one with no potential coming back (in one or several steps). This is unusual
in models of signalling pathways.
Static analysis has discovered dead rules in every model in which the protein
Fyn was involved. Indeed the protein Fyn could never be phosphorylated because
its phosphorylation rules were requiring a receptor with a site b phosphorylated and
bound to the site U of a protein Lyn. In the models, the protein Lyn has two sites
U and SH2. Looking in the invariant inferred by the analyser, we noticed that these
sites are mutually exclusive (at most one of them may be bound simultaneously).
This is consistent with the modelling assumptions that have been taken in [11] so
as to prevent polymers to be former. We also noticed that both sites are dedicated
to the binding to the site b of the receptor. Yet, the site U may be bound to the site
b of a receptor only whenever this site is not phosphorylated. Whenever the site b
is phosphorylated, the site SH2 shall be use instead. We have corrected the models
accordingly, both in BNGL and in Kappa, by testing a bond between the site b of
the phosphorylated receptor and the site SH2 of Lyn instead.
Then, we have compared the trajectories in the differential semantics. We have
used the BNGL perl script [1] to compile BNGL models into reaction networks
and KaDE [6] to compile Kappa models into reaction networks. Whereas BNGL
provides support for user-specified equivalent sites in proteins, KaDE may infer
these equivalence automatically [5,4,12,6,3]. Thus, we can obtain, for each model,
two systems of ODEs based on the same set of variables. Yet, we have noticed some
differences in the trajectories of the models involving trimers. These differences were
due to a wrong interpretation of the BNGL semantics of tests on equivalent sites.
Let us explain this on an example. We consider a protein P with three sites that
may be phosphorylated or not. We consider that each site may be phosphorylated
at rate kp whenever no other site are phosphorylated in the protein instance and at
rate kpp whenever at least one other site is phosphorylated already.
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With equivalent sites, we would model this by the following rules:
P(l~u,l~u,l~u) -> P(l~p,l~u,l~u) @ kp
P(l~u,l~p) -> P(l~p,l~p) @ kpp
With identified sites, we would consider three site names l1, l2, l3. In our first
attempt, we model the phosphorylation of the site l1 the following way:
P(l1~u,l2~u,l3~u) -> P(l1~p,l2~u,l3~u) @ kp
P(l1~u,l2~p) -> P(l1~p,l2~p) @ kpp
P(l1~u,l3~p) -> P(l1~p,l3~p) @ kpp
The issue is with the following configuration P(l1~u,l2~p,l3~p) of the protein. At
least one other site, besides the site l1, is phosphorylated, thus the site l1 should be
phosphorylatable at rate kpp. Yet, with identified sites the second and the third rule
may apply, which makes an overall rate of 2kpp. In order to avoid overestimating
the activity of this interaction, we have no other choices than enumerating all the
configurations of the protein, which gives the following rules:
P(l1~u,l2~u,l3~u)
P(l1~u,l2~p,l3~u)
P(l1~u,l2~u,l3~p)
P(l1~u,l2~p,l3~p)

->
->
->
->

P(l1~p,l2~u,l3~u)
P(l1~p,l2~p,l3~u)
P(l1~p,l2~u,l3~p)
P(l1~p,l2~p,l3~p)

@
@
@
@

kp
kpp
kpp
kpp

Similar groups of rules for the phosphorylation of the sites l2 and l3 are required.
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